[DNA damages, their repair and apoptosis in the distant descendants of L5178Y(R) cells following radiation exposure (the DNA-comet method)].
Using a radioresistant subline of murine lymphoma cells L5178(R) DNA damages, their repair and the process of second DNA degradation in dynamics following X-radiation (5 Gy), and in the distant cell progeny have been studied by the method of DNA-comet assay (the alcaline conditions). The repair of DNA damages was found to be finished by 6 h, and by 18 h the second DNA-degradation was observed. The cell progeny was followed throughout 30 generations, with the enhancement of sensitivity to repeat irradiation, and the decrease in repair rate and degree of the second DNA degradation being registered. In the population of the 30th generation, the lack of the second DNA degradation was observed. If the second DNA degradation is indicative of apoptosis, as it is generally considered in literature, it can be supposed that in the distant progeny of irradiated L5178Y(R) cells radiation induces no programmed cell death and is not a trigger of apoptosis.